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Executive Summary
Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine constitutes the most visible affront to the rules-based international order confronted by the Euro-Atlantic community today. Its ramifications, however, extend far beyond the surrounding Black Sea Region and, even, the European continent. To the South, trade disruptions stemming from the conflict have compounded political instability in the Sahel, already weakened by inflation and continued sub-state extremist violence; simultaneously to the East, the People’s Republic of China has closely monitored developments in Ukraine, as it escalates efforts to assert itself as a major military, economic, and political force both regionally and internationally. Russian aggression perfectly encapsulates the principle of strategic simultaneity, whereby threats to the rules-based international order are now increasingly multi-faceted and interconnected.

Euro-Atlantic policy must, therefore, work to identify these connections and engage states far beyond its immediate region as equal partners, forging security relations centered on resilience and reciprocity. This report begins by highlighting these issue linkages in four key regions: the Balkans, the Black Sea, the Indo-Pacific, and Africa. Rooted in the insights of security practitioners from these four theaters, the report offers a foundational roadmap for strategic partnerships with the Euro-Atlantic community, leveraging a whole-of-government and whole-of-society approach to countering known and emerging threats to common values.

Introduction
The Senior Executive Seminar held at the George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies from May 16-19, 2023, brought together forty-eight senior military and civilian security practitioners for four days of discussion. These practitioners represented over forty governmental entities from thirty-five nation-states, each with a unique perspective on the political, economic, and security challenges faced by their respective countries.
Regardless of their nationality or professional background, all forty-eight individuals departed Garmisch-Partenkirchen with a renewed understanding of these threats, which range from armed conflict in Ukraine to climate-change-induced instability in the Sahel. They also departed with a stronger sense of the strategic imperative to build and strengthen regional as well as transatlantic security partnerships. This report seeks to identify contemporary challenges in four strategic theaters - the Western Balkans, Black Sea, Africa, and Indo-Pacific (Figure 1) - before exploring potential avenues of future engagement between these regions and the Euro-Atlantic community.
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**An Era of Strategic Simultaneity**

Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine marked a deliberate attempt by President Vladimir Putin to undermine a defining tenet of the rules-based international order: that no state can reshape borders through the employment of coercive armed force. The conflict, and the ensuing wave of economic, military, and political support to Ukraine from forty-one states, has permanently altered the global security landscape. Unity of effort within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the European Union (EU) has been largely restored. Both organizations, still recovering from internal divisions at the highest levels of political leadership, now confront the dual strategic imperative to enable a Ukrainian victory and reinforce Euro-Atlantic deterrence and defense.

The ramifications of Russian aggression in Ukraine, however, extends far beyond the Black Sea Region and the European continent. As NATO Secretary-General, Jens Stoltenberg, asserted
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during the 2023 Munich Security Conference, “security is not regional, it is global.”² In the East, the People’s Republic of China is carefully following developments in Ukraine, as it escalates its own campaign to assert control over the East China Sea and set favorable conditions for potential military intervention in Taiwan. Chinese tactics have remained in the “grey zone” below the threshold of conventional conflict, fusing traditional instruments of state power such as large-scale military displays or economic sanctions with unconventional means like the employment of paramilitary proxies and information operations.³ Nevertheless, the evolution of Russian action against Ukraine since 2014 demonstrates the potential for escalation inherent in grey zone strategic competition, raising major implications for continued stability in the Indo-Pacific.

To the South, aftershocks of the Russo-Ukraine War have also struck the shores of the African continent. Already weakened by the COVID-19 pandemic, African states now face rising food and fuel prices as well as pervasive trade disruptions, with Russian aggression representing a “Cold War redux” that poses a major threat to regional economic and political stability.⁴ In effect, the ongoing conflict in Ukraine demonstrates the extent to which contemporary strategic challenges are not simply multifaceted but interlinked. Euro-Atlantic states and their external partners in Africa and the Indo-Pacific now inhabit an era of “strategic simultaneity,” defined by the presence of overlapping and interdependent threats to the rules-based international order.⁵ No longer can NATO and the EU focus primarily on tackling threats in their immediate geographic regions. Security practitioners must now work across regional divides to strike the balance between addressing known strategic challenges and coping with new ones as they arise.

Region One: The Western Balkans

The Western Balkans (WB) constitute an emerging front in contemporary geostrategic competition. Russian and Chinese efforts to cement political and economic influence in the region have expanded in scope and sophistication, aided by a pause in U.S. and European engagement following the large-scale interventions of the 1990s. Though six WB states are current or potential candidates for EU membership, the accession process remains stymied by pervasive rule-of-law concerns, with one report recognizing “clear elements of state capture” such as connections with organized crime at the highest levels of political leadership.⁶ Disillusionment with corruption has driven a regional brain-drain, but while popular support for formal EU/NATO membership remains consistent, the question of the political will to implement vital reforms is another matter entirely. In effect, the current strategic reality of the WB is captured in a simple paradox: ongoing

strategic competition has provided new exigence for full regional Euro-Atlantic integration, but the accession of partners who fail to meet the necessary economic, political, and security benchmarks would only introduce new vulnerabilities into existing institutions and relations.

**The Way Forward**

The near-term strategic vision for the Western Balkans envisions full regional integration into existing Euro-Atlantic structures such as the European Union and NATO. This outcome, however, remains predicated on the resolution of internal and external challenges to accession. Russian disinformation campaigns in the WB have, for instance, grown increasingly aggressive in the aftermath of the 2022 invasion of Ukraine, seeking to fuel regional resentment against the Euro-Atlantic community by emphasizing the shared historical memory of EU and NATO interventions.⁷ Interestingly, however, such narratives have largely failed to gain traction within WB societies, and popular support for future EU/NATO integration remains high. It is, instead, individuals and groups within the state that have been most active in the production of disinformation; in the case of Euro-Atlantic accession, these domestic actors have sought to reinforce the narrative of the EU as uncommitted to WB integration.⁸ The result is an increased unwillingness to obey EU conditionalities, further stymying the accession process and reinforcing the status quo. Countering these malign narratives requires the development of robust strategic communications (StratCom) and counter-disinformation campaigns.

**Recommendations for Action**

- Cooperation through communication: EU and WB leaders must synchronize strategic messaging to the regional public, emphasizing the mutually beneficial nature of EU/NATO membership, in order to effectively dispel disinformation.
- Leveraging institutional knowledge: The EU/NATO possess rich institutional knowledge in the field of countering disinformation, both among individual members and internal organizations. Enhancing cooperation between WB states and these entities is central to the transfer of best practices to inform national disinformation awareness programs and foster cross-generational resilience through education.

In addition to disinformation, the Western Balkans has also confronted high levels of corruption, a critical obstacle to the rule-of-law requirements of Euro-Atlantic integration. WB states can be described as “stabilitocracies,” combining semi-authoritarian political structures and limited rule-of-law with external legitimacy under the guise of a reforming democracy.⁹ Continued support to stabilitocratic regimes only reinforces the resulting effects of this corruption, from stagnant economic growth to limited economic opportunities, that further hinder Euro-Atlantic integration. The entanglement of public and private administration in the WB means that political connections
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are a virtual necessity for employment, leading to the mass emigration of disenchanted skilled workers needed for the implementation of reform. Forty-seven percent of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s citizens, for instance, live abroad, with only eleven percent believing that today’s youth have a positive future in their country. Addressing corruption and its associated consequences on the human capital vital to WB integration into the Euro-Atlantic community necessitates a holistic approach, leveraging cooperation with regional and external partners.

**Recommendations for Action**

- EU anti-corruption assistance: Local anti-corruption measures must be aggressively pursued and implemented, with EU support to WB institutional capacity building serving to create and strengthen mechanisms for public oversight and accountability.
- EU support to education and vocational training: At the same time, educational and vocational training initiatives sponsored by the EU offer a vital means of generating cross-generational involvement in key sectors for regional economic development such as IT or engineering. In doing so, these programs also create a powerful incentive for remaining within one’s home state and combat endemic brain drain.
- Regional Advisory Task Forces (RATFs): Cooperation with neighboring states who have completed, or are further along in the EU/NATO integration process, is of central importance. The creation of RATFs would foster closer ties within the Euro-Atlantic community and ensure that lessons learned by new EU/NATO states are made available to all aspiring members.

**Region Two: The Black Sea**

If the Western Balkans represent an emerging theater of strategic competition, the Black Sea Region (BSR) constitutes the veritable front-line. Efforts by the Russian Federation to redefine the region’s internationally recognized borders through overt military force and covert political, economic, and information efforts did not begin with the 2022 invasion of Ukraine or 2014 annexation of Crimea. These events, instead, marked the culmination of an escalatory cycle of Russian behavior, from its 2008 intervention in the Georgian province of South Ossetia to the maintenance of a symbolic 1,500-troop contingent in Moldova’s Transnistria region. The effects of strategic competition in the BSR go beyond armed violence: its status as a vital energy corridor and transit point for grains and fertilizers offers both powerful coercive leverage to the Russian Federation as well as potential opportunities for expanded regional cooperation. While the invasion of Ukraine has deepened political, economic, and security ties between the Euro-Atlantic community and its Black Sea partners, formalized integration for Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia has yet to be achieved, and large-scale regional cooperation remains limited.
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The Way Forward

Safeguarding the territorial integrity of Black Sea states is the central objective of future security cooperation in the region. Providing continued political, economic, and military support to Ukraine is the most immediate measure available, but it is imperative that any partnership plan also combats Russian attempts to assert control over the region as a whole. The Russian Federation has engaged in the concerted militarization of the Black Sea, since its annexation of Crimea in 2014. Its Black Sea Fleet is based in the critical strategic port of Sevastopol and has employed standoff weapons to attack Ukrainian targets, while the Crimean Peninsula now bristles with anti-access area-denial platforms such as S-400 missiles and the K-300P Bastion-P coastal defense system.12 Though Ukraine has been highly effective at blunting the Russian Navy through asymmetric means, such as shore-based anti-ship missiles and unmanned submersibles, it is likely that Russia’s naval dominance and offensive posture on the Black Sea will remain unchanged, even with a Ukrainian strategic victory. Naval capacity-building, thus, represents a key domain for future cooperation between the Euro-Atlantic community and BSR partners.

Recommendations for Action

• NATO Black Sea Flotilla: While Turkey retains the right to close access to the Black Sea to foreign vessels under the 1936 Montreux Convention, the establishment of a NATO Naval Flotilla, operated by NATO BSR states and supported by the Alliance, would allow for a permanent maritime presence to deter Russian aggression.13 As the Black Sea continues to grow in importance as a corridor for European energy and food supplies, this unified effort represents a vital means of challenging Russian attempts to employ both military and non-military coercive tools in the region.

The nature of contemporary strategic challenges in the BSR necessitates an increased degree of interoperability and integration between the Euro-Atlantic community and its regional partners. In addition to possessing EU candidate status, Moldova, Ukraine, and Georgia form part of NATO’s Partnership Interoperability Initiative, with the latter two designated as “Enhanced Opportunity Partners” (EOPs) who possess increased access to NATO programs and exercises.14 All three states still have some distance to cover prior to Euro-Atlantic integration, particularly with regards to rule-of-law reforms and the resolution of territorial conflicts. Nonetheless, there remains a large degree of potential for enhanced security cooperation between the EU/NATO and Black Sea states.

Recommendations for Action

• Moldova and EOP status: Moldova is constitutionally neutral; however, the re-designation of the state as a NATO Enhanced Opportunity Partner would create an increasingly
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tailed relationship between Moldova and the Alliance, allowing for the provision of the specific training and equipment needed to prepare the country’s armed forces for the full spectrum of conflict or national crises.

- Streamlined accession: The security guarantees afforded by Euro-Atlantic integration, such as collective defense provisions under Article V of the 1949 North Atlantic Treaty, constitute the most effective deterrent against aggression. Though additional reforms are required before the accession of BSR states into the EU and NATO, it is also imperative that Euro-Atlantic institutions work to streamline this process where possible.

Finally, the conflict in Ukraine presents new opportunities for strengthening cooperation within the Black Sea itself, especially with regards to tackling reconstruction and addressing spillover effects of violence. Bilateral and multilateral arrangements have been instituted to address challenges as varied as food security and the flow of Ukrainian refugees into neighboring states, demonstrating a significant potential for continued regional cooperation.

Ukrainian reconstruction and recovery will undoubtedly prove costly and immensely labor-intensive, but leveraging this increasing degree of cooperation could result in an ideal “win-win situation” for the Black Sea as a whole. Such arrangements may prove particularly beneficial in highly specialized technical fields associated with conflict management such as maritime explosive ordnance disposal.

**Recommendations for Action**

- Multinational explosive ordnance disposal (EOD): Large-scale Russian and Ukrainian sea mining campaigns have resulted in a high risk of collateral damage or direct hits on civilian shipping operating in the Black Sea. The exchange of technical knowledge and capabilities in the field of maritime explosive ordnance disposal, thus, represents an avenue for strengthening regional ties and ensuring long-term physical and economic security in the Black Sea.

Regardless of its specific format, the potential for cooperation amidst post-conflict reconstruction in Ukraine offers a vital opportunity to stimulate economic growth and address spillover affecting domains such as maritime trade or food security. Most of all, a joint Black Sea reconstruction effort could be leveraged to implement reforms that reduce regional reliance on the Russian Federation, while also setting favorable political, economic, and security conditions for continued integration with the wider Euro-Atlantic community.

**Region Three: Africa**

Africa currently finds itself at the heart of intense geostrategic and diplomatic competition. Moscow and Beijing have escalated attempts to cement their political and military influence on the continent, with Russian and Chinese arms as well as private military contractors supplied to forty
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of the continent’s fifty-four states. The large-scale withdrawal of European forces from the Sahel in 2022 generated new opportunities for the expansion of Russia and China’s security presence, and the region remains locked in bitter conflict against transnational jihadist organizations and other substate armed groups. Strategic challenges in Africa, however, extend beyond the threat of armed conflict. Food and energy prices have drastically increased amidst trade disruptions brought on by the ongoing invasion of Ukraine, a major source of insecurity for a continent in which food and energy needs constitute over fifty percent of household consumption. Amidst this, diplomatic relations with the Euro-Atlantic community remain tenuous, fueled by a sense of disenfranchisement from global economic and political structures and compounded by relentless campaigns of disinformation directed by malicious actors within the continent and beyond.

**The Way Forward**

Future Euro-Atlantic strategic relations with African states envision the continent as a partner in advancing common political, economic, and security goals, both bilaterally at a national level and multilaterally alongside institutions like the EU or NATO. The success of these partnerships is contingent upon their ability to address the sources of insecurity most relevant to African communities, rather than instrumentalizing the continent in escalating strategic competition against great-power rivals like Russia or China.

One such avenue for mutual cooperation is the field of energy security. Prior to the 2022 invasion of Ukraine, the EU remained heavily reliant on Moscow for its energy needs, with Russian gas constituting forty-five percent of total gas imports the previous year. Though immediate measures were taken to ensure continued European access to fossil fuels, the Euro-Atlantic community now faces a strategic imperative to reinforce the long-term sustainability of this decoupling by substituting Russian energy imports with renewable energy obtained from alternative producers. The African continent represents one such source. North Africa, for instance, has a large-scale potential for solar and wind energy, with the installable capacity of Algeria alone estimated at more than two-and-a-half times Europe’s yearly electricity output. Such initiatives offer an opportunity to not only increase EU energy resilience and facilitate its renewable energy transition but also provide avenues for economic and technological development on the African continent.

**Recommendations for Action**

- EU-Africa energy infrastructure development: Though the systems required for energy trade across the Mediterranean are largely established, the Euro-Atlantic community must
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develop and modernize the renewable energy infrastructure within the African continent itself. By leveraging Africa’s immense energy potential, such initiatives both maximize output to the EU and establish mechanisms for the intra-regional trade of affordable energy.

- Technical and vocational training programs: North African states, in particular, possess large youth populations with elevated levels of education; however, access to work remains limited. The provision of technical training, whether through formalized EU programs or smaller exchanges with individual European energy companies, represents a crucial line of effort, providing both long-term sustainability of regional energy infrastructure as well as valuable employment that strengthens national economic prosperity.

A similar partnership dynamic can be envisioned in the domain of food security. Restrictions on grain exports as a result of the Russian invasion of Ukraine have revealed the potential for global food disruptions as a result of localized conflicts. This impact was particularly felt on the African continent, with states such as Kenya and Cameroon almost entirely reliant on Russia or Ukraine for their grain imports.21 Addressing the threat of continued food insecurity necessitates a multi-faceted approach, leveraging the political, economic, and technical resources as well as institutional knowledge of Euro-Atlantic and African states.

Recommendations for Action

- EU-backed emergency measures: In the short-term, EU states must work to minimize restrictions on the exportation of essential foodstuffs to Africa. At the same time, the EU must also assist African states in developing appropriate mechanisms for the distribution of African-grown food, in order to address emergency humanitarian needs on the continent.

- Agricultural modernization: Both African states and the Euro-Atlantic community have a strategic imperative to industrialize the continent’s agricultural sector and ensure its resilience in the face of climate change. Technical capacity-building must adapt farming mechanization to the peculiarities of local environments through measures such as improving irrigation and developing harvesting, storage, and distribution systems suited for the reality of pervasive environmental degradation.

- Fostering interest in the agricultural sector: At the same time, African states must also leverage strategic communications and civil society engagement to increase the appeal of agricultural careers for youth. Complementary measures such as technical training and employment in state-funded agricultural projects play a vital role in this effort, offering opportunities to simultaneously develop the economy and strengthen national resilience through food security.

Ultimately, the current realities of geostrategic and diplomatic competition have highlighted the underlying shortfalls of existing international security frameworks. Though it is estimated that Africa will encompass one-quarter of the global population by 2050, for instance, the continent
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still lacks permanent representation on the UN Security Council (UNSC), whose current arrangement is increasingly regarded as “the anachronistic legacy of the post-World War II order.” Proposals to reform the UNSC’s structure to incorporate permanent African membership are far from novel. In 2005, for instance, the AU released its Common Position on the Proposed Reform of the United Nations, calling for no less than two permanent African seats in the UNSC with full veto power as well as five non-permanent positions. Political support for such reforms has grown, but lasting structural changes to the United Nations remains unaccomplished.

**Recommendations for Action**

- StratCom support for UNSC reform: Though such reforms cannot be enacted unilaterally by any individual state, the Euro-Atlantic community must leverage its existing diplomatic relations and strategic communications resources to support permanent African membership of the UNSC. Beyond simply ensuring equitable representation of contemporary security interests, such reforms would also push back on Russian and Chinese narratives of a marginalized African presence in global politics and serve as powerful confirmation that all states belong in the rules-based international order.

**Region Four: The Indo-Pacific**

Despite its geographical isolation from most Euro-Atlantic states, the Indo-Pacific represents the central theater of future strategic competition. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has aggressively expanded its influence in the region, adopting an approach combining diplomatic engagement, the development of infrastructure under the Belt and Road Initiative, low intensity coercion, and overt military displays to assert its influence as a key Indo-Pacific and international actor. In particular, Chinese tactics have occupied the grey zone between traditional diplomacy and military force, employing means ranging from civilian proxy militias and industrial espionage to economic coercion. China’s objective is twofold - ensure strategic control of its immediate surroundings, especially with regards to the East China Sea and neighboring Taiwan, and secure access to the maritime commons. This increasingly provocative foreign policy, in addition to continued PRC support to the Russian Federation, renders the Indo-Pacific a key domain of great-power competition, with implications extending far beyond the region.

**The Way Forward**

The overarching objective of Euro-Atlantic strategic engagement with the Indo-Pacific is the safeguarding of the rules-based international order amidst escalating threats to regional stability. China, in particular, has grown increasingly adept at advancing its political, economic, and security interests through an ever-expanding arsenal of coercive tools. These capabilities are
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**Footnotes**


tailored to specific targets, with China employing the greatest variety of tactics against Taiwan and smaller states like Vietnam and limiting its activity against larger adversaries such as Japan or India. From overt displays of military force and cyberattacks against Taiwan to the destruction of Vietnamese fishing boats by Chinese Coast Guard vessels, the PRC’s tactics offer the flexibility of sequentially applying military and non-military pressure, rather than relying on escalation in a single domain.

Most of all, the unconventional nature of the methods employed drastically hinders attribution and generates confusion regarding an adversary’s intentions, complicating the ability of targeted states to deploy effective countermeasures. Facilitating and enhancing multinational security cooperation in the maritime domain is, thus, a crucial facet of any Euro-Atlantic strategic partnership in the Indo-Pacific.

**Recommendations for Action**

- **Joint reporting, investigation, and attribution:** Central to establishing a unified regional front against PRC aggression is the creation of common mechanisms for incident investigation and attribution. Rather than relying on ad-hoc communication arrangements, a joint information-sharing platform regarding hostile grey zone action would enhance situational awareness and facilitate the ability of Euro-Atlantic states and regional partners to identify trends in Chinese behavior that may be indicative of future escalation.

- **Deterrence and Taiwan:** Though formalized recognition of Taiwan remains infeasible in most instances, the Euro-Atlantic community must avoid ceding to PRC political pressure and engage with its Indo-Pacific partners to prevent the eruption of armed hostilities in Taiwan. Measures may include continued capacity-building activities, support to Taiwanese defense and disaster relief organizations, or freedom-of-navigation patrols through the Taiwan Strait.

The PRC has also developed an extensive suite of anti-access area-denial (A2AD) platforms, capable of inflicting massive damage on any intervening military force in its First Island Chain. Such capabilities seek not to prevent an incursion altogether but, rather, to restrict adversary freedom of action within the A2AD weapons engagement zone through overlapping anti-ship and anti-air missiles, multi-domain early warning arrays, and electronic warfare systems. Enhanced multilateral and defense diplomacy will be crucial to preventing any escalation within the region; however, if required, Euro-Atlantic states and their Indo-Pacific partners must be prepared to conduct the full spectrum of combat operations in this denied environment.
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**Recommendations for Action**

- **“Inside-out” interoperability:** An “inside-out” approach, leveraging technical capabilities and rapid maneuver to strike key centers of gravity in the A2AD network, represents the most decisive manner of piercing the PRC’s defensive bubble with minimal attrition. The interoperability required of a multinational force in this environment cannot be developed in an emergency and must, instead, be fostered over time. Large-scale exercises, such as the annual RIMPAC, are vital and ensure that Euro-Atlantic states and their regional partners possess the necessary tactics, techniques, and procedures to achieve strategic victory.

- **Reorienting development and acquisition:** At the same time, operating at-depth in an adversary’s weapons engagement zone means that the aerial, technological, and logistical superiority enjoyed over the previous 20 years are far from assured. The Euro-Atlantic community must, therefore, work alongside its Indo-Pacific allies to develop technical capabilities in critical domains, ranging from fire support to personnel recovery, that are resilient enough to function in a contested electronic and cyber environment.

- **Holistic regional resilience:** Beyond politico-military measures, these preparations must also consider the economic dimensions of a potential escalation and encompass measures to ensure continued access to vital goods, raw materials, and services in the event of a regional crisis.

**Conclusion: Facing the Challenges Together**

The strategic challenges confronted by the Transatlantic community have broadened in scope and sophistication, as state adversaries leverage a growing arsenal of coercive capabilities to pursue dominance. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February of 2022 permanently altered the global security environment and ignited the largest interstate conflict on the European continent since the end of the Second World War. Further from Euro-Atlantic shores, the PRC has aggressively sought expansion in the East China Sea, combining traditional displays of economic and military force with unconventional tactics such as proxy harassment and cyber-attacks. At the same time, new strategic threats have emerged, ranging from looming food insecurity due to disruptions of Ukrainian grain exports to climate-change-induced political instability in the Sahel.

This contemporary security reality is defined by coinciding and mutually reinforcing challenges of both natural and man-made origins. Most importantly, it is also one that, in the words of NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg, “we need to face collectively.” Success in this era of strategic simultaneity rests upon robust Euro-Atlantic engagement with its external partners, engagement which is neither imbalanced nor instrumentalizing but, instead, fosters relationships defined by resilience and reciprocity. In this sense, “facing the strategic challenges together” is not simply a catchphrase. It is a commitment central to the preservation of the rules-based international order in the face of today and tomorrow’s threats.
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